FIN Brand Electronic Cigarettes
306 Keystone Dr
Telford, Pennsylvania 18969
United States
Phone: 616-384-3021
Thanks to our technology, users can have a real smoking experience and fewer
restrictions because you aren’t burning tobacco. With FIN electronic cigarettes,
there is no smoke, only vapor. Which means no smell, no secondhand smoke and no
reason not to enjoy your FIN, anytime, anywhere.
FIN is an electronic cigarette that looks and feels like a traditional cigarette. It has
no lingering odor and no offensive smoke. Many of our customers use our electronic
cigarettes as an alternative to smoking tobacco cigarettes. You simply puff on our
product as if it were a regular cigarette, and it will instantly generate a great
tasting, odorless vapor to inhale and exhale just like smoke from a regular
cigarette. FIN electronic cigarettes allow adult tobacco users the chance to smoke
more freely with fewer social and legal consequences.
Research has shown FIN electronic cigarette products deliver much of the smoking
satisfaction of traditional cigarettes. Sophisticated design and durability come
together in an easily assembled product. Long-life batteries provide many uses,
when and where you want.
We manufacture every FIN e-cigarette with a white LED light to clearly
communicate that FIN is not a traditional cigarette—and its “smoke” is vapor.
All FIN electronic cigarette products are made with high quality materials and
manufacturing. FIN rechargeable models give you an extended e-cigarette life,
allowing you to smoke and save. We support all of our products with a full money
back guarantee.
FIN is committed to the highest quality standards in everything it does. From
sourcing and manufacturing to marketing and distribution, we are committed to
responsibly providing you the most dependable smoking experience available. As a
company, we passionately believe that e-cigarettes are a reliable, economical
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convenient option to traditional cigarettes. We pledge to responsibly manufacture,
sell and guarantee the usability, safety and reliability of the FIN products.
Visit Website
Send Message
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